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In early December, the dialogue process between the government and rebels passed from stalemate
to crisis as the two sides traded increasingly harsh accusations of intransigence regarding several
key issues on the dialogue agenda. Spokespersons for President Jorge Serrano's administration and
for the Guatemalan National Revolutionary Unity (Unidad Revolucionaria Nacional Guatemalteca,
URNG) both confirmed that formal talks, suspended since August 1992, will not be renewed before
sometime next year, at the earliest. (For previous coverage of peace talks see CAU 09/04/92.) The
increasingly bellicose rhetoric has been accompanied by a rise in the number of reports of armed
clashes between rebel and government troops, of rebel sabotage operations, and of renewed army
repression against the rural population. The key issue in negotiations which continues to drive a
wedge between both sides is human rights. Bishop Rodolfo Quezada, who serves as mediator in the
dialogue, admits that the talks have entered a critical and difficult stage, expressing disappointment
at the increased intransigence demonstrated by both sides. Since signing the Mexico Accord
in April 1991, the two sides held seven rounds of talks. Following several weeks of gradually
intensifying accusations by rebel spokespersons, on Dec. 4 the URNG leadership formally and
publicly laid out its stance in a lengthy paid advertisement published in local daily newspapers.
The communique was signed by the URNG's four top commanders: Pablo Monsanto, Gaspar
Llom, Rolando Moran, and Carlos Gonzales. The message expressed the URNG's concern over the
dialogue's prolonged paralysis and warned of what the rebels characterized as an impending wave
of government repression aimed at closing off all avenues for a political solution. The document
stressed that the danger at this "crucial and historic" stage is not simply that the negotiations will
remain at a prolonged impasse, but that sectors in the army who oppose the peace process will
take advantage of the situation and attempt to impose a military solution to the conflict. The rebel
leadership reiterated its position that respect for human rights, subject to international verification,
"constitutes the unavoidable first step" for any eventual political solution to the armed conflict and
"is the litmus test for democracy." They also reiterated the stance maintained in the negotiations
that a global accord on human rights, including international verification mechanisms, should be
signed and implemented prior to moving forward on other peace talk agenda items. The URNG
condemned the government's insistence on postponing international verification of an eventual
human rights accord until after a comprehensive peace agreement is signed as "evidence of the
lack of political will to sign such an accord." In comments to reporters later in the day, chief of
the government's negotiating team Manuel Conde characterized the URNG's proposal regarding
immediate international verification of a human rights accord as a rebel ploy aimed at undermining
the peace process. He added that, although the dialogue is passing through an "extremely critical"
phase, the government has no plans to abandon the bargaining table. Further signs of a toughening
government stance surfaced on Dec. 6 when the army reported that legal charges had been filed
against the four URNG commanders. According to the Army communique, on Dec. 5, Col. Javier
de Jesus Perez appeared before a local judge in the north-western province of Huehuetenango
to formally bring charges against the four. Col. Perez is deputy chief of the "military zone" in
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Huehuetenango, one of the country's heaviest Army-guerrilla conflict zones, which hugs the
Mexican border. The charges include murder, rebellion, and destruction of public property. In its
communique, the army asserted that this is the first time during the 32-year armed conflict that
formal legal charges have been filed against the rebel directorate. In a Dec. 7 press conference
in Mexico City, Manuel Conde said that by insisting on immediate international verification of a
preliminary human rights pact, the URNG was violating terms of the April 1991 Mexico Accord,
which calls for the implementation of negotiated agreements only after a complete and final peace
accord is signed. He insisted that if it had not been for the URNG's "delaying tactics," a definitive
peace agreement could already have been signed in 1992. Speaking to reporters in Mexico City on
the same day, URNG spokesperson Luis Becker accused sectors within the military of resorting to
crude disinformation techniques in order to delegitimize the URNG, sabotage the negotiations, and
thus avoid having to confront the human rights issue. He concluded that the government and the
army "are interested in blocking the [peace] process because they are frightened by the agreements
contained in the Salvadoran peace accords." (Sources: Agencia Centroamericana de Noticias-
Spanish news service EFE, 12/04/92, 12/06/92; Agence France-Presse, Spanish news service EFE,
12/07/92)
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